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Figure 1: Tabletop jacquard weaving. 

ABSTRACT 
We present an inexpensive tabletop loom that ofers fully computa-
tional patterning while maintaining the fexibility of handweaving. 
Our loom can be assembled for under US$200 with 3D printed 
parts, and it can be controlled straightforwardly over USB. Our 
loom is explicitly a hand loom: that is, a weaver is required to oper-
ate the weaving process and may mediate row-by-row patterning 
and material specifcs like yarn tension. Our approach combines 
the fexibility of fully analog handweaving with the computational 
afordances of digital fabrication: it enables the incorporation of spe-
cial techniques and materials, as well as allowing for the possibility 

of computational and creative interventions in the weaving process 
itself. In taking this approach, we aim to serve a range of end users 
including artisans and researchers, whether for skill-building, for 
rapid prototyping, or for creative refection. 

We describe the mechanical and electronic implementation of 
our loom and show examples of its use for personal fabrication. 
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• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI). 
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Figure 2: Basic loom functionality and terms. 

(a) Loom with two sets and “plain weave” fabric 

(b) Loom with four sets; two are shown raised (c) “Full jacquard” loom 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Weaving is one of humanity’s oldest technologies, with variants 
across human cultures and time. Its history is intertwined with 
politics at the global scale and the domestic one: woven fabrics are 
in our clothes and our homes, as well as our agricultural geotextiles 
and our aerospace carbon-fber hulls. 

The pattern of the weave itself can determine many material 
properties of a woven fabric. The weave pattern can set the ap-
pearance, including, e.g., matte velvet, shiny satin, and vibrant 
multi-color patterns; change the feel of the fabric, from, e.g., rough 
plain weave to fuzzy terry; and it can even change the topology, 
with, e.g., double-cloth weaves allowing for integrated tubes and 
pockets. All of these various patterning techniques can be com-
bined within a single woven item, making weaving a very fexible 
meta-material. 

As a fabrication technology, weaving is remarkable for the range 
of possible tool setups, from the simplest hand-held peg or back-
strap loom to multi-story industrial powerlooms. Each type of loom 
has its benefts and trade-ofs, but typically looms which support 
computational patterning (fexible, reconfgurable pattern selection 
that doesn’t rely exclusively on human memory and dexterity or a 
fxed set of mechanical elements) are positioned as expensive, large 
machines for automated industrial use. At the other end of the scale, 
hand looms that are suitable for prototyping, experimentation, and 
playful or meditative use may not support complex patterning, or 
may require a great deal of expertise or efort to achieve these ef-
fects. In the middle, we see “production prototyping” devices such 
as the TC2 Jacquard Loom [15], which strike a balance between the 
automation of an industrial loom and the fexibility of a hand loom. 
However, these looms are still too expensive and large – the TC2 
has a baseline cost of approximately $30,000 USD for their smallest 
model, which is 61 inches tall with a 58 inch by 48 inch footprint 
and additionally requires an air compressor – to be practical outside 
of dedicated spaces such as fashion schools and textiles-specifc 

laboratories. Additionally, even these relatively simpler looms are 
still complex and difcult to maintain, and their mechanical com-
plexity scales with the width of the fabric (counted in number of 
threads). 

We present an inexpensive tabletop loom that ofers fully compu-
tational patterning, while maintaining the fexibility of handweav-
ing. Our loom can be assembled for under $200 USD with 3D printed 
parts, and it can be controlled straightforwardly over USB. Our loom 
is explicitly a hand loom: that is, a weaver is required to operate the 
weaving process and may mediate row-by-row patterning and ma-
terial specifcs like yarn tension. This approach therefore combines 
the fexibility of fully analog handweaving with the computational 
afordances of digital fabrication: it enables the incorporation of 
special techniques and materials, as well as allowing for the possi-
bility of computational and creative interventions in the weaving 
process itself – for skill-building, for interactive design, or for cre-
ative refection. In taking this approach, we aim to serve a range of 
end users including artisans and researchers, whether for exploring 
expressive weaving or prototyping e-textile or composite material 
applications. 

We describe the mechanical and electronic implementation of 
our loom and show examples of its use for personal fabrication. 

1.1 Jacquard Weaving 
Weaving is a process of interleaving threads; most looms enable 
this process by doing two things. First, they hold a set of threads 
(the warp threads) parallel and at tension. Second, they selectively 
raise or lower some of those warp threads, forming a gap known 
as the shed, allowing the weft to interlace. 

The frst task is reasonably straightforward. Minimal solutions 
include the peg frames common in tapestry handweaving as well 
as simply tying the warp between the weaver’s body and a nearby 
stationary object (a “backstrap loom”), but most production looms 
include rolling beams that longer warps can be wound around. 
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The second task–warp selection and forming a shed–has been 
accomplished by a great variety of mechanisms. Simpler looms, 
like most hobbyist looms, can only select amongst a number of 
sets of warp threads determined by the quantity of “frames” (or 
“harnesses”/“shafts” depending on the specifc mechanism) available 
on the loom. For example, a very basic loom might support only 
two sets, as in Figure 2(a). A weaver might allocate all the even-
numbered threads to one set, and all the odd-numbered ones to the 
other; at weaving time, that weaver can only alternate selection 
between those two sets, producing the “plain weave” structure. A 
more typical number of frames is four (Figure 2(b)) or eight. These 
looms occasionally (but rarely) have up to twenty-four frames, at 
the high end often requiring the support of an analog or electronic 
“dobby” mechanism to keep track of which sets should be selected 
in a row. Designing a weaving pattern for these looms is an expert 
task which is constrained by the loom’s setup; changing the setup 
is labor-intensive and is typically only done when an entirely new 
fabric is begun. 

In contrast, a “full jacquard” loom is one in which every warp 
thread can be selected individually. This style of loom is com-
monly attributed to Joseph Marie Jacquard, whose 1804 model used 
punched cards to control the selection of each pattern row [16]; 
related concepts were considered even earlier, including inventions 
by Basile Bouchon in 1725, Jean Baptiste Falcon in 1728, and Jacques 
Vaucanson in 1740 [39]. Electronic versions of the jacquard loom, 
with computer-controlled solenoids standing in for the punched 
cards, are used heavily in today’s global textiles industry. Industri-
ally, the fexibility of jacquard warp selection is valuable because a 
diferent weaving pattern can be deployed without the setup over-
head that would be required to change patterns on a less-complex 
loom. (This setup time can be measured in days or even weeks for 
an industrial machine.) Our loom retains the advantage of low setup 
overhead per-pattern, and in the handweaving context this fexi-
bility is even more powerful: it can extend to row-by-row design 
decisions within a composition, in real time alongside the weaving 
process. 

1.2  Related  Work  
The production of textiles is an ancient form of technology which 
signifcantly predates recorded history. For example, recent physi-
cal evidence has been uncovered that points to the use of twisted 
fbers even by Neanderthals [21], and other direct evidence sug-
gests that human weaving dates to at least 25,000 years ago [46]. 
As a result, the technology of weaving is widely dispersed across 
both time and cultures. Notably, the invention of a series of in-
creasingly automated weaving machines formed the functional and 
symbolic heart of the early stages of the Industrial Revolution. The 
jacquard loom in particular holds an important place in the history 
of computing by including both a stored numerical representation 
of a task, and a mechanism for interpreting that representation to 
automatically carry out a sequence of actions [16, 41]. This fun-
damentally computational approach allowed the jacquard loom to 
escape from the confnes of a limited set of actions (in this case a 
pre-determined set of shed patterns) to a more general and com-
plete capability, dramatically expanding the range of expression to 
include all possible shed patterns. 

1.3  Contemporary  Handlooms  

Table 1: Handloom Comparison 

Loom Selection Type Size 
AVL Jac3g [8] parallel jacquard (solenoids) foor 

TC2 [15] parallel jacquard (solenoids) foor 
OSLoom [9] parallel jacquard (muscle wire) foor 

Little Weaver [6] 18-24 frames tabletop 
Liou [28] parallel jacquard (motors) tabletop 
Moyer [33] parallel jacquard (solenoids) tabletop 
Schaefer [43] serial jacquard (cams) tabletop 
Nicholls [35] serial jacquard (LegoTM) tabletop 
Ruta [37] manual jacquard pins tabletop 

Industrial looms are as fully-automatic as possible; in addition to the 
selection and shedding described in Section 1.1, an industrial loom 
inserts and compresses the weft, manages spooling and un-spooling 
the warp and the cloth as it is formed, and may even post-process 
the fabric in specialized applications (e.g. cutting apart velvet [50]). 

In contrast, a handloom requires a weaver to insert and compress 
the weft, as well as to attend to other matters of craft such as 
managing tension (to a greater or lesser extent depending on the 
specifc loom). Handweaving therefore does not require the loom 
to be tuned to produce a specifc kind of fabric, and also ofers 
opportunities for creative improvisation [3]. 

Table 1 summarizes the landscape of contemporary compu-
tational handlooms. Entries in bold are (or have been) commer-
cially available; other entries are personal, research, or incom-
plete/deprecated projects. “Floor” looms are large, standalone ma-
chines typically intended to produce full-width fabric, whereas 
tabletop looms are small and deployable. The form factor has im-
plications for both price and intended use. 

Two full jacquard handlooms are currently commercially avail-
able: the Jacq3g loom by AVL Looms [8] and the TC2 loom by Digital 
Weaving Norway [15]. Both are “prosumer” foor looms intended 
for either production prototyping or serious artisanal practice, and 
both use a parallel selection mechanism similar to industrial looms. 
The Jacq3g uses solenoids to displace hooks onto a lifting bar; the 
baseline model has a 45 inch by 84 inch footprint (90 inches tall) and 
costs approximately $28,000 USD. The TC2 uses electronic valves to 
direct air from a compressor; the baseline model has a 58 inch by 48 
inch footprint (61 inches tall) and costs approximately $30,000 USD. 
The OSLoom project was Kickstarted in 2010 with the intention to 
build a foor loom using parallel muscle wire selection. While a full 
OSLoom was never built, the approach has similar power, size, and 
electrical complexity drawbacks for home or casual use. 

AVL’s smaller “Little Weaver” approaches ours in intent, as it 
is a portable (tabletop) computational loom which is designed to 
easily integrate with a home computer setup, such as by allowing 
Wi-Fi connectivity [6]. However, the Little Weaver is a frame loom 
with eight, sixteen, or twenty-four frames, not a full jacquard loom. 
When they were last sold, Little Weaver looms cost $2,000-3,000, 
depending on the number of frames [7]. 

Many personal hobby projects have approached loom design 
and construction. These have been greatly successful in the area 
of looms which are not computationally controlled, such as DIY 
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pocket tapestry looms [17] and small frame looms [11, 52]. Hobby 
jacquard looms have been periodically explored, but these projects 
typically still use parallel selection strategies [28, 33]. Of particular 
note are two designs which use a serial actuation strategy similar to 
ours: a device by Schaefer which uses set of circular cams actuated 
by a shaft moved along the heddles [43], and the Weav3r loom 
constructed with TM Lego  blocks[35]. 

Lastly, the Ruta loom by Ooms et al [37] is an interesting byway 
in contemporary loom design which centers hands-on sensemaking 
for novice weavers. It is fully jacquard in the sense that it can 
select any warp set, but it is entirely non-electronic: the weaver 
programs each set by manually arranging pins in a frame. We see 
the manual override capability of our loom as potentially ofering 
similar opportunities for hands-on engagement. 

1.4 Computational Craft Practice 
In comparison to non-computational weaving, we believe that com-
putational mediation is not simply faster, but potentially a quali-
tatively diferent experience from unmediated weaving. The line 
between computational and craft practices has always been blurred 
[27, 42]; within weaving, contemporary practices incorporate laser-
cutting [1, 11, 52], glitch [30], and Photoshop-based design tech-
niques [45]. The introduction of weave planning software and even 
home electronic dobby looms in the 1980’s spurred new capabilities 
[51] and even new aesthetics of handweaving [44]. 

Within human-computer interaction, computational craft prac-
tice has inspired a number of projects including digital woodwork-
ing systems [29, 48, 54], augmented hand tools [53], and even 
fabrication-based computer games [2, 47]. In its relatively small 
size and low cost, we see our loom as part of the movement toward 
“personal fabrication” [34]; in our emphasis on fexible use scenarios, 
including some quite idiosyncratic ones, we draw inspiration from 
“digital craftsmachineship” [5, 38] and hybrid fabrication [14, 49]. 

On the software side of things, related work includes AdaCAD 
[19] and special-purpose tools for 3d weaving [22]. We take inspira-
tion from these systems as well as broader on-machine paradigms 
such as the CopyCAD [18] and Sketch ’n’ Stitch [20] systems which 
situate computational design explicitly in their output medium e.g., 
our “brushes” input is a departure from both expert planning appli-
cations and simplifed pixel-input editors in combining correct-by-
construction pattern tooling with thread-level overrides. 

2 TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
The main unique design feature of our loom is the mechanism by 
which it forms its shed: the gap between upper and lower warp 
threads through which the weft passes to create interlacing. 

Typical electronic jacquard-style looms form a shed in two stages: 
selecting a number of warp threads, then raising (or, depending 
on other factors of the loom’s geometry, lowering) the selected 
threads. Because they are designed for industrial production weav-
ing, these looms prioritize very high production speeds; to achieve 
such speeds, industrial looms must do the entire row’s selection at 
the same time, requiring an electronic actuator (typically a solenoid) 
for each individual warp thread. The number of solenoids, as well as 
the power requirements and the complexity of the control circuitry, 
must therefore grow with the number of warp threads. 

In contrast, our loom difers from these by performing the elec-
tronic selection serially using a passive bistable shedding mecha-
nism. With this design, a single solenoid mounted on a drive belt 
can perform selection on any number of warp threads. 

This arrangement greatly lowers the initial parts cost, mainte-
nance difculty and costs, the complexity of electronic wiring and 
power requirements, and the overall size and weight of the loom. 
With access to a hobbyist FDM 3D printer, our loom can be made 
for under US$200, and its “table loom” form factor fts on a desk or 
countertop. 

2.1 Heddle Design 

Figure 3: The heddle mechanism. Slider A is in the reset po-
sition, with its heddle raised. Slider B has been pushed for-
ward, and its heddle has dropped. 

The heart of any warp selection mechanism is the heddle. Each 
heddle guides the position of a single warp thread; heddles can be 
selected and raised (or for some looms lowered), taking their warps 
along with them to form the shed. Heddles are commonly made 
of wire or string (or thin wood/plastic, in the case of more limited 
“rigid heddle” looms which can only actuate a fxed pair of shed 
patterns). 

Our design uses an array of string heddles which are fxed at 
the top and hold their warp threads at the bottom, Figure 3. During 
the selection process, all heddles are initially raised, lifting each 
corresponding warp thread and providing a small amount of ten-
sion on the heddle. Each heddle has a “bead” which is 3D printed 
onto it, and each passes through a keyhole-shaped hole in its own 
“selection slider.” At each slider’s home position, its heddle’s bead 
is held captive in the narrow slot part of the keyhole. When a 
slider is pushed forward, gravity and warp tension pull the bead 
down through the hole, allowing the heddle and its warp thread to 
drop. 

When selection is complete, the warp threads corresponding to 
each actuated slider will have dropped down, while all remaining 
warps will remain pulled high, thus forming the desired shed. 
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Figure 4: The main components of the loom. 

2.2 Frame and Tensioning System 
These heddle mechanism can easily be operated by hand, but our 
jacquard heddle frame incorporates a stepper motor and belt assem-
bly which positions a solenoid sequentially to strike each selected 
heddle. 

We used a motor and belt assembly common to 3D printer con-
struction to ensure the availability of parts. Our loom is designed to 
be fexible about specifc components; e.g. any push solenoid with 
approximately one centimeter of throw would be compatible, as 
would any NEMA 17 stepper motor. We specifcally used a NEMA 
17 bipolar stepper motor with 1.8° step size rated at 0.59 Nm holding 
torque (2.0A per phase), with a GT2 (2mm pitch) timing belt and a 
12-tooth GT2 drive pulley. The belt drives a linear motion platform 
consisting of 24mm OD Delrin v-wheels with #625 (5 x 16 x 5mm) 
bearings. The platform rides on the same 20mm x 20mm v-slot 
aluminum extrusion that the heddle mechanism array is mounted 
to. Our solenoid is an XRN-0530 pull-type solenoid with 10mm 
throw (rated at 12v 0.3A). 

The frame additionally includes a reset push rod which, acting 
with the reset push bars, can reset the entire array of heddle slid-
ers. The heddle frame is either held in the upper position by a 
pair of frame latches, or rests in the lower position on frame rest 
brackets. 

The rest of the loom handles warp and cloth storage and tension, 
and it closely mirrors established home loom designs. (It may be 
possible to retroft an existing loom to reduce build complexity.) 
Four wooden dowels comprise the rollers and beams. Warp threads 
are wound onto a warp roller at the back of the loom, pass over 
the warp beam, through the heddles, over the cloth beam and are 
tied onto the cloth roller. As it is woven, fabric can be progressively 
wound onto the cloth roller as warps are unwound from the warp 
roller. Ratchets on the warp and cloth rollers maintain tension on 
the warp. 

Between the heddles and the cloth beam, warp threads pass 
through a reed, which the weaver uses to compress each weft against 
the fabric as it is woven. 

2.3 Control Electronics 
The control electronics for our loom are provided by the RepRap 
Arduino Mega Pololu Shield (RAMPS) platform [26], a popular and 
inexpensive choice for hobby projects involving dimensional motor 
control, such as 3D printers and pen plotters. The RAMPS platform 
incorporates a programmable micro-controller, power management, 
stepper controllers, and MOSFET switched high current drives. This 
board controls a single bipolar stepper motor of the type used in 
most inexpensive 3D printers, along with a small solenoid (a small 
“fyback” diode across this inductive load is also added to protect 
the MOSFET drive transistor from transients). Finally, an endstop 
switch is connected to the controller board to allow the loom to 
place the heddle selection head at a known “home” position. All 
other positions are determined in low-level frmware by counting 
steps of the stepper motor with respect to this position. Of-the-
shelf open source frmware (a specially confgured, but unmodifed 
copy of the Repetier v0.92 3D printer control frmware [23, 24]) is 
loaded into the RAMPS board and accepts G-Code commands over 
a serial connection to drive the motor and solenoid. We use this 
system to reliably direct the selection head to exact heddle locations, 
and selectively power the solenoid to push forward selected sliders. 

2.4 Input: Computer Vision 
An advantage of our heddle design is that it can be easily overrid-
den: the weaver can manually drop or lift heddles to tinker with 
the pattern directly on the loom. As a computational system, this 
tinkering is especially valuable as input: the weaver’s choices can 
be recorded, transmitted, or act as a basis for future patterning. 

To avoid adding electrical complexity to the loom hardware, we 
used a webcam and computer vision techniques to sense the heddle 
positions. We mounted a Logitech C922 webcam to the main loom 
frame such that the camera lens was 50 cm above the warp, Figure 
5(a). This position gives the camera a feld of view which extends to 
the front of the loom. (An additional beneft of this input approach 
is that the weaving area can be used for other visual input as well. 
We use this capability in our “On-Loom Input” example described 
in section 3.1.) 
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Figure 5: Heddle input using OpenCV. 

(a) The camera mount. 

(b) The view from the camera. Green lines show the computer vision’s region of interest 
for each heddle slider. 

We use OpenCV to determine the heddles’ positions. To do so, 
our region of interest is the area just in front of the heddles’ home 
positions, Figure 5(b), which will show the color of the bed if the 
slider is in its home position, or the color of the slider if it is moved 
forward. To calibrate the system, the weaver clicks on the four cor-
ners of this area in a live camera view. (This calibration is persistent 
across weaving sessions as long as the camera isn’t moved.) The 
system divides the area into a number of perspective-corrected cells 
corresponding to the number of heddles, then calculates an average 
pixel value in each cell. These averages are then thresholded with 
Otsu’s method. A cell that is mostly white indicates that the slider 
is forward, and therefore its heddle is dropped. 

For maximum visual contrast, we printed the heddle sliders in 
white and colored the slider bed black; we additionally enable the 
built-in lighting of the webcam to reduce shadows. These measures, 

along with the adaptive thresholding, ensure that the system is 
robust in typical room-lighting conditions. 

2.5 Control Software and Backend 
We use Processing to interface with the loom hardware. The main 
control software consists of several modules: communication over 
a USB serial port with the RAMPS control board, webcam capture 
and computer vision, and networking to connect to server-based 
design tools (such as our “Remote Collaboration” example). For 
interoperability, weaving patterns are consistently passed as lists 
of pattern rows, with “1” indicating a raised warp and “0” indicat-
ing a dropped one. We describe some specifc design interfaces in 
Section 3. 

2.6 Operation 
For each row of weaving, the Processing sketch fetches the next 
row of the weaving pattern from either local or networked design 
software. This pattern row is converted to G-code commands which 
sequentially position the selector solenoid at each heddle which 
should be dropped, then strike with the solenoid to hit the slider and 
drop the heddle. The weaver may then modify the shed as desired, 
and the computer vision system can record these alterations. Then, 
the weaver passes the weft of their choice through the open shed, 
and uses the reed to “beat” the fabric, pushing the latest weft into 
the fabric being formed. 

To reset all the heddles, the weaver lowers the heddle frame. 
After the sliders have passed below any dropped heddle beads, the 
reset push-rods engage the reset bar to push all sliders back into 
their home positions, trapping each bead above its slider. At this 
stage, the weaver also periodically takes up the completed fabric 
onto a roller at the front of the loom and releases an equivalent 
length of warp threads from a similar roller at the back of the loom. 

Finally, the weaver can raise the heddle frame again to prepare 
for another row of weaving. 

3 PERSONAL WEAVING SYSTEMS 
The low cost and small footprint of our loom makes it suitable for 
personal weaving practice. We describe three systems which make 
use of specifc capabilities of tabletop jacquard handweaving. The 
software interactions align with the principles guiding the loom 
itself: fexibility and extensibility. In taking this approach, we aim 
to serve a range of end users including artisans and researchers, 
whether for exploring expressive weaving or prototyping e-textile 
or composite material applications. 

3.1 On-Loom Input 
An advantage of handweaving is the ability to incorporate disparate 
materials; jacquard handweaving in particular can use “double cloth” 
patterns to form two layers of fabric which can act as a pocket. 

Double cloth is a pattern type in which an area of the fabric has 
two separate faces, Figure 6. In this area, half of the warp threads 
are allocated to one face, and the other half are allocated to the 
other; the weft only interlaces with one face per pass. Double cloth 
patterns are a popular way to produce areas of solid color [32], 
as well as, in the hands of a skilled weaver, a way of producing 
complex intersecting topologies [36]. However, designing a double 
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cloth pattern can be difcult even for intermediate-level weavers, 
especially if each fabric face itself has complicated patterning. Ad-
ditionally, when woven on a frame loom, double cloth patterns 
require twice as many frames at the same complexity of face pat-
terning; the frame quantity requirement rises if the doubled area 
is not rectangular. Thus double cloth is an ideal demonstration of 
computational jacquard capabilities. 

We show a system in which an object to be incorporated (e.g. a 
PCB for an e-textiles project) is laid directly on the not-yet-woven 
part of the warp. The image is captured by the same camera that 
handles the heddle input, and it is rectifed to represent the real-
world size and shape of the object. The weaver can then apply 
weaving patterns to all three areas of the fabric: the single-layer 
area, and the front and back faces of the pocket. These patterns 
are then computationally composited for weavability to create the 
weaving pattern. 

In addition to the elaborate structural patterning enabled by 
jacquard weaving, this system takes advantage of the loom’s in-
tegrated calibrated camera system for capturing real-world input 
to the design process. In this case, this input allows the weaver 
to incorporate physical objects without the need for measuring, a 
hallmark strength of on-machine interaction systems. 

Figure 6: A diagram of double cloth weaving showing the 
“pocket” formed in one area of the cloth. When actually wo-
ven, each weft line would be compressed against the previ-
ous ones, resulting in the outcome shown in Fig. 7. 

Figure 7: The On-Loom Input example 

(a) The weaver places an item on the loom. The system captures and rectifes the outline 
of the item. The weaver allocates diferent weaving patterns to the two faces. 

(b) A screenshot showing the camera’s view of the weaving as well as the pattern 
allocator. The weaver has assigned a twill pattern to the upper layer and a plain weave 
to the lower. 

(c) The fnished double cloth weaving. 

3.2 Collaborative Editing 
Computational mediation allows a creative process to have 
remotely-accessed components. We show a system in which the 
current weaving plan can be accessed in real time via a web server. 
The weaver and any number of remote collaborators can edit the 
plan using a web-based editing tool; edits are shared in real time, 
as in other online collaborative editing tools such as Google Docs. 

The editing interface includes “brushes” of diferent weaving 
patterns at diferent sizes; any collaborator can “paint” with these 
and a viable weaving pattern will result. The weaver can choose 
which brushes to make available to collaborators; for example, 
they could focus on just a series of tonally gradated satin patterns. 
During the weaving process, the weaver can manipulate the heddles 
directly to alter the pattern. The weaver can choose to capture these 

changes using the heddle-tracking system and send them to the 
server to share with their collaborators. 

This system highlights how computational mediation can enable 
remote collaboration, as well as how simplifed pattern design tools 
like “brush” systems can make expert tasks accessible. 

3.3 At-home Weaving 
While our loom has many applications for use in a lab or mak-
erspace, we consider its size and cost particularly appealing for 
home and daily use. 

As an example of the potential of integrating computational 
weaving into a personal weaving practice, we show a system which 
encodes a daily weather report into the weaving pattern. The day’s 
temperature relative to the previous day’s is shown as the shad-
ing of the pattern – more warp-dominant patterns indicate cooler, 
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whereas more weft-dominant patterns indicate warmer – and spe-
cifc weather features are indicated with diferent styles of pattern, 
such as slanting twills for rain, dappled satins for clouds, and wavy 
broken twills for wind. 

Of course, the weaver retains control over weft yarn color 
choices, as well as how many rows to weave, so the resulting fabric 
incorporates both formal weather data as well as the weaver’s own 
expectations and desire to spend time weaving on that day. This 
system demonstrates a way that the fexibility of computational 
jacquard weaving can extend beyond weaver-directed changes, to 
incorporate sources which may surprise even the weaver, or spur 
their creative practice. 

Figure 8: Collaborative editing. 

(a) The editor is a browser-based application which allows multiple users to simultane-
ously edit. A: “brush size” allows users to edit larger or smaller areas of the fabric. B: 
“brushes” are loaded from a pattern repository. C: the editable weaving area. A collab-
orator’s edit is shown highlighted in yellow. D: Below the yellow line, the rows have 
been physically woven and can no longer be edited. Highlighted interlacements show 
where the weaver manually overrode the pattern. 

(b) The weaver overrides an area of weaving by manually changing some 
heddle positions. 

Figure 9: Weaving can incorporate many materials: pipe 
cleaners, balloons, and strips of fabric are shown here as 
improvisational responses to generated weaving patterns 
seeded by daily weather conditions. 

(a) Sample weaving patterns. 

(b) An accumulated weaving. 

4 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
As a jacquard loom, our design supports any sequence of warp 
and weft interlacements. However, some fabrics require other loom 
features. For example, our fxed heddle spacing presents a slight 
limitation in being decreasingly appropriate for higher numbers of 
woven layers (triple cloth, quadruple cloth, etc); however, these are 

typically woven on looms with other purpose-built features such 
as extra warp beams. 

Additionally, our 10mm warp thread spacing (center to center) 
is relatively large compared to most other looms. This is because 
we prioritized low-precision construction and easy manipulability 
for hands-on hybrid weaving. Combined with the loom’s small 
overall size, chosen for convenience and portability, this spacing 
results in only 40 warp threads. (Of course, the serial design means 
that adding more warps would only require more width, not any 
further electronic complexity.) However, many hand looms have a 
much smaller spacing, such as 2.5 mm for a “rug loom” (typically a 
four- or eight-set loom as described in section 1.1). Future iterations 
might decrease the warp spacing in several ways: miniaturization 
with more-precise printing or other manufacturing approaches; 
additional heddle arrays above or behind, with constant mechanical 
complexity per frame; to an extent, tilting the heddle frames as in 
AVL’s “dial a sett” system [8]. Each has tradeofs but is potentially 
viable, and they might also be combined. 

We showed design systems which focused on specifc capabilities 
enabled by our loom. Due to the general interoperability of jacquard 
weaving patterns, it should be possible to use our loom with existing, 
broader weaving design tools as well. For example, integrating 
with AdaCAD [19] would enable a wide range of e-textiles design 
functionality. 

We also showed an application incorporating double cloth 
weaving. These pockets are fat and are suitable for integrated 
components like circuit boards, conduit, or the padding shown in 
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the demonstration. Multi-layered cloth weaving is an intriguing 
design space which is constrained by global warp tensioning (in 
our loom, as in most others). Individual warp tension is not typ-
ical on any loom (though one related patent exists [13]) due to 
the electromechanical complexity involved. Our approach to se-
rial warp selection may also point the way toward more fexible 
warp tensioning, unlocking some of the 3D shaping potential that 
is currently dominated by knitting [31]. 

As an inexpensive and portable piece of fabrication equipment, 
our jacquard loom particularly lends itself to future exploration 
on the social possibilities of networked fabrication. The social 
role of hobby crafting is well-documented [4, 12, 40], but most 
computationally-enabled craft socialization is purely virtual [10, 25], 
relying on in-person meetups for the actual co-creation of objects. 
Especially as national lockdowns have shown us how tenuous 
in-person meetups can be, how might we use multiply-located 
personal computational fabrication as a social bridge? 

5 CONCLUSION 
We have described an inexpensive personal weaving system which 
uses serial selection of a passive bistable heddle mechanism to avoid 
the electronic complexity of industrial jacquard looms which actu-
ate all heddles in parallel. This allows us to dramatically reduce both 
acquisition and maintenance costs, and stay within a tabletop form 
factor convenient for personal use. Our loom is explicitly designed 
to support and extend the activities of handweaving, which difer 
from those of industrial production of cloth. For example, our loom 
supports introduction of a broad range of possibly non-standard 
materials, or non-standard manipulations of the warp or weft, as 
well as improvisational changes to patterns and on-the-fy deci-
sions. By also bringing the richness of computational patterning to 
handweaving, such as the ability to work with programmatically-
designed double cloth structures, to record and potentially em-
bellish improvisations, or incorporate information from remote 
collaborators or data feeds, we also extend the potential expressive 
reach of handweaving. 

Our loom makes jacquard weaving accessible outside of industry 
and specialized textiles scholarship, with implications for e-textiles 
prototyping, fber arts education, and personal craft. 
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